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The first book of Earthsea is a tale of wizards, dragons and terrifying shadows. The island of Gont is a land famous

for wizards. Of these, some say the greatest - and surely the greatest voyager - is the man called Sparrowhawk. As a

reckless, awkward boy, he discovered the great power that was in him - with terrifying consequences. Tempted by

pride to try spells beyond his means, Sparrowhawk lets loose an evil shadow-beast in his land. Only he can destroy it,

and the quest leads him to the farthest corner of Earthsea.
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Often compared to Tolkien's Middle-earth or Lewis's Narnia, Ursula K. Le Guin's Earthsea is a stunning fantasy

world that grabs quickly at our hearts, pulling us deeply into its imaginary realms. Four books (A Wizard of Earthsea,

The Tombs of Atuan, The Farthest Shore, and Tehanu) tell the whole Earthsea cycle--a tale about a reckless, awkward

boy named Sparrowhawk who becomes a wizard's apprentice after the wizard reveals Sparrowhawk's true name. The

boy comes to realize that his fate may be far more important than he ever dreamed possible. Le Guin challenges her

readers to think about the power of language, how in the act of naming the world around us we actually create that

world. Teens, especially, will be inspired by the way Le Guin allows her characters to evolve and grow into their own

powers.

In this first book, A Wizard of Earthsea readers will witness Sparrowhawk's moving rite of passage--when he

discovers his true name and becomes a young man. Great challenges await Sparrowhawk, including an almost deadly

battle with a sinister creature, a monster that may be his own shadow.
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